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Alterations in natural fire patterns have negatively affected fire-prone ecosystems in many ways. The historical range
of variability (HRV) concept evolved as a management target for natural vegetation composition and fire regimes in
fire-prone ecosystems. HRV-based management inherently assumes that ecosystem resilience is reflected in observed
ranges of past vegetation and fire dynamics, typically without knowledge of where thresholds exist beyond these
dynamics. Given uncertainty in future conditions, some have argued that HRV may not adequately reflect ecosystem
resilience to future fire activity. We suggest a refinement that includes concepts from the thresholds of potential
concern (TPC) framework, which emphasizes tipping points at the extremes of ecosystem dynamics and other
socially unacceptable outcomes. We propose bounded ranges of variation (BRV), an approach focused on building
resilience by using historical information, but also by identifying socio-ecological thresholds to avoid and associated
management action triggers. Here, we examine nonnative species and carbon sequestration as examples of how the
BRV framework could be used in the context of conservation and fire management.
Keywords: conservation planning; disturbance ecology; fire ecology and management; historical range of variation;
ecosystem thresholds; resilience and climate change

Introduction
Reference conditions have traditionally formed the
basis for evaluating the current state of contemporary ecosystems and setting management goals.
Given this need, much effort has been directed toward explicitly characterizing the stochastic nature
of ecosystem dynamics. One widely used approach,
often called the historical range of variability (HRV)
framework, has focused on quantifying the range of
variation that a set of ecological patterns or processes may naturally exhibit over a given historical
period.1–12 While many interpretations of HRV exist, the framework is based on the premise that retaining key ranges of variability in many ecosystem
components can provide guidance concerning how
ecosystems may respond to different types of human
activities or natural disturbances like fire. Retaining
this variability is also seen as crucial to maintaining
ecological resilience.13

As we enter a period when climate change may seriously threaten ecosystem resilience, HRV is being
utilized in novel approaches to identify ecological vulnerabilities and evaluate adaptation strategies for conservation.14 At the same time, there appears to be a movement away from the use of HRV
for fire-related issues in the United States. Some
have suggested alternative adaptive strategies and
the creation of landscape heterogeneity in vegetation structure and composition to facilitate future
resilience, instead of aiming for conditions based on
the past.15–17 Although it is likely that future environmental conditions could be quite different from
those forming the basis of HRV, proponents of HRV
have argued that it may still provide the most viable
framework for future fire management and that trying to manage without a historical reference framework is a risky prospect. Underlying this debate is
the need for a deeper understanding of resilience
doi: 10.1111/nyas.12104
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itself: the capacity of a system to accommodate a
range of disturbances or state changes while retaining essential (or desired) structure and function.
Here, we propose a refinement of the HRV concept, drawing from decision-making frameworks
across fire-prone parts of the world outside the
United States. In particular, we borrow from an approach that emphasizes threshold-based dynamics
to avoid key thresholds of potential concern (TPC),
beyond which more drastic actions would have to be
initiated to maintain desired system functioning.18
We propose a bounded ranges of variation (BRV)
framework, which accommodates socio-ecological
thresholds and the need for landscape heterogeneity to increase future resilience. The BRV framework
retains a basis in HRV, given that there is still much
to learn about interactions between past fire regimes
and ecosystem resilience.19–21 We finish by describing how BRV may lend itself to different ecosystem
management priorities, including carbon sequestration and controlling invasive species.
Historical range of variability, resilience,
and thresholds
Whether baseline conditions for characterizing
HRV reflect a reconstruction of past fire regimes
(Fig. 1A) or past composition of vegetation mosaics
(Fig. 1B), HRV typically aims to capture natural
ecosystem functioning before modern human perturbations. For fire management, HRV would provide guidance on how to restore or emulate natural
fire-related patterns in space and time. Note that
Figure 1 depicts a more predictable (e.g., Gaussian,
homogeneous) set of landscape dynamics than may
have been typical in many areas.16 It may also be difficult to establish meaningful and stable estimates of
HRV from available records, given rates of ecosystem dynamics in relation to past climatic variation.22
Regardless, an assumption in management using
HRV is that ecosystems should be resilient to environmental fluctuations experienced over a reference
period, or ecosystem integrity would not have persisted through these fluctuations.
In many ways, linking HRV and ecosystem function requires a somewhat Clementsian notion of
ecosystem-as-organism, relying on a simplified view
of ecosystem complexity and quasi-equilibrium
states.23 For example, evaluating vegetation patch
composition with long-term landscape averages in
mind24, 25 is analogous to the shifting-mosaic steady

Figure 1. Alternative data sources for characterizing HRV. (A)
A stylized range of past area burned and fire frequencies in an
ecosystem. (B) A hypothetical time series of patch dynamics on
a landscape, which contains three different (by color) vegetation
types that fluctuate in how much of the landscape they occupy.
Statistical measures of both central tendency and variation could
be applied to describe HRV in either context.

state,26 an early and equilibrium-oriented example
of HRV. Although one chooses the spatial and temporal scales to characterize an ecosystem and its
HRV, and this choice does not necessarily assume
an equilibrium, the concept of resilience suggests
the existence of a meta-stable state from which the
ecosystem departs and to which it can return.27
Whether an ecosystem exhibits dynamic equilibrium conditions will depend on the disturbance and
recovery processes in question, but also the length of
the historical reference period.28 Given appropriate
scales of space and time, it is nonetheless reasonable
to relate HRV to some level of ecosystem persistence,
stability, and resilience.
Ecological resilience is a measure of the capacity of a system to cope with disturbance and undergo change while retaining similar structure and
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function.29–31 As resilience declines, it should take
progressively milder disturbances to push the system into a different state (also termed regime or
basin of attraction32 ). Here, the extremity of a disturbance, such as fire, is linked directly to HRV,
as a potential deviation from natural fire patterns
may cause transition to a different state. Because
crossing this threshold can result in rapid and substantial changes in structure and function, one goal
of management can be to increase resilience within
particular basins of attraction, assuming the conditions defining basins are themselves somewhat stable (e.g., fire, herbivory, and rainfall causing regime
shifts between vegetation states33 ).
Theoretically, these concepts assume expectations
of equilibrium dynamics: within a state or regime
the system tends toward a certain composition or
landscape mosaic (e.g., a ball tending to settle at a
bottom of a basin), similar to climatic-climax succession models. However, they also encompass an
expectation of the ability of the system to adapt
to a certain degree of variability (e.g., the ball can
move within the bounds of the basin when pushed),
complementary to the concept of HRV and the importance of landscape heterogeneity. Beyond those
limits (the edge of the basin), the system moves toward a different eventual configuration (e.g., a ball
passing into a new basin). The resulting differences
in structure and function occur due to the development of different feedbacks among components of
the system and with the biophysical environment.
For example, some fire-prone systems naturally have
alternative plant community states that tend to persist, such as shrubland and forest patches maintained by differing pyrogenic feedbacks on the same
landscape.34, 35
Measurement of ecological resilience is notoriously difficult,36 in part because it depends on at
least four factors: the existence of multiple states or
basins of attraction, characterization of the different
states, characterization of the deviation of a disturbance regime (trigger) from the natural disturbance
regime, and the influence of additional factors that
may change the shape of the basin of attraction.
First, it should not be expected that all systems exhibit threshold dynamics; changes may be smoothly
reversible within a single basin of attraction.37 Concepts of resilience are therefore predominately applicable where there are alternate states. In these
cases, management decisions must reflect the pos-
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sibility of hysteretic effects (i.e., the effects of a past
condition) that can make a shift from one to the
other difficult or even impossible to reverse. Inside
a single basin of attraction, recovery should be more
straightforward (although it could still be slow) if
the disturbance regime is returned to within HRV.
State variables are most often characterized by
the dominance of different functional groups such
as algal versus coral domination in coral reefs38
and grass versus woody domination,39 key species
such as seagrass presence versus absence,40 or key
processes such as phosphorus to nitrogen limitation in lakes.41 Landscape-scale dynamics, such as
the HRV of different vegetation patches, are less
commonly used state variables, but are certainly
applicable to fire management.24, 25 All these measurements essentially describe a key system component, and they reflect the important feedbacks that
change across thresholds. In some cases, crossing a
threshold brings about a sudden, sharp, and dramatic change in the responding state variables, as in
the shift from clear to turbid water in lake systems.41
In other cases, although the dynamics and feedbacks
of the system have flipped from one attractor to another, the transition in the state variables is more
gradual, such as the change from a grassy to a shrubdominated rangeland.42 The speed of transition in
state variables often reflects time lags associated with
species life histories or legacies in ecosystem processes, which must be reflected in appropriate temporal scales used to characterize HRV.22 One critical
but often hard-to-test factor is that shifts in state
variables persist for at least one complete turnover
of the population.43
Meaningful measurements of ecosystem conditions must relate to changes in the key disturbance
triggers that fundamentally alter important feedbacks. Here, such deviations constitute thresholds,
which are sometimes implied in the application of
HRV but seldom identified. For example, resilience
is expected to depend on maintaining sources of regeneration or adaptation (see Box 1).44 Maintaining
seed sources and seed banks is thus critical for recovery and can affect the likelihood of thresholds
being crossed. This aspect of resilience requires a
landscape or regional perspective in management,
because ensuring that species from adjacent areas
can colonize is essential. Undesirable connectivity
must also be considered, as it could allow the colonization of invasive or other species that may affect
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Box 1. Diversity and resilience.
Functional diversity should relate to ecological resilience and disturbance HRV. Loss of a major functional
group, such as apex predators, other consumers, or benthic filter-feeders, may cause drastic alterations in
ecosystem functioning.46–48 For example, overhunting and use of fire by humans some 30,000–40,000 years ago
is thought to have caused a widespread and irreversible shift that resulted in an ecosystem of fire and
fire-dominated plants.49 Similarly, in systems that lack a specific functional group, the addition of just one
species may dramatically change the structure and functioning of ecosystems.39, 50
How species respond to disturbance
(functional response) relative to how they
affect function (functional effect) may be
critical to ecosystem resilience;46, 51, 52 this has
been called response diversity53 to
environmental change among species that
contribute to the same ecosystem function. By
this logic, landscape and genetic diversity
should also be important to resilience at some
scale.54
While diversity in general can relate to
resilience, some have distinguished between
real and apparent redundancy.30 More species
do not lead to increased system performance
The upper response curve represents a functioning ecosystem
where there is real functional redundancy
state that is resilient (flat portion) to a range of fire frequencies
55
(similar functional effect traits ).
within HRV; however, higher fire frequencies can lead to a
Furthermore, if this set of functionally
threshold transition to a much less diverse ecosystem. Given a
loss of diversity due to environmental degradation (shift to
redundant species does not exhibit any
lower response curves), the ecosystem may be closer to a
response diversity, they would not contribute
threshold transition point, even if fire frequencies are within
to resilience. However, there has been little
HRV (lowest curve).
empirical work to determine whether these
aspects of functional diversity can be
consistently determined a priori or how they relate to HRV; certainly, a conservative strategy would be to
maintain high diversity at multiple levels, assuming that this taxonomic diversity will relate to functional
diversity.

ecosystem function in undesirable ways, causing system reorganization and a breakdown in system-level
processes following disturbance. Before system-level
resilience can be understood, the boundary of the
desirable basin of attraction must be defined, providing a metric against which the current system
state is evaluated.
The capacity of a system to cope with a disturbance is related to more than just the component
states and disturbance trigger. Other factors, such
as climate and species pool limitations, can change
the shape of the basin of attraction and thus affect
adaptive capacity (i.e., the ability to avoid threshold
transitions). Scale is an essential consideration,45
as many important feedbacks occur across scales,
such as dispersal connectivity and recovery. In ad-

dition, thresholds can be expected to occur at some
scales but not others; for instance, recovery within
a patch type might follow very different dynamics
than patches across a landscape. The importance
of landscape heterogeneity and its HRV emphasizes
the interactions between these scales.
Challenges of implementing HRV
Once HRV has been characterized, it must be applied. Several examples are presented in recent reviews of HRV.11, 12 The most straightforward implementation has been to use a measure of deviation
from the mean as a management guideline. While
this may be helpful for comparing current and historical time series, a potentially risky assumption
here is that distance from the mean is an isotropic
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risk in terms of ecological destabilization. In other
words, avoiding both the left and right tails of the
distribution in question (e.g., fires that are too small
or too large) is implied as equally important, and this
may not always be true.56
Other dangers in applying HRV include focusing
only on one or a few parameters (e.g., fire frequency
in Fig. 1A) or over-emphasizing measures of central
tendency (e.g., mean patch composition in Fig. 1B).
The U.S. LANDFIRE Program, for instance, used
an average fire return interval from HRV to characterize how many multiples of this interval may have
been missed in different ecosystems, to identify areas
most in need of potential fuel treatments.57 In contrast, some applications have gone to much greater
lengths to characterize HRV of multiple patterns
and processes for ecosystem management,58, 59 but
this is not the norm. Regardless, some distillation of
HRV complexity should be expected in its application to conservation and management problems. A
key hurdle is interpreting the ecological meaning of
the parameter space characterizing HRV and how it
actually links to ecosystem resilience.
One of the largest threats to the relevance of
HRV in ecosystem restoration and conservation is
the possible emergence of no analogue or novel future conditions.15, 60–62 In such cases, past dynamics
certainly could have less to offer in guiding future
ecosystem management. It is important, however,
to consider which pattern or process will potentially
be unique. Are we concerned with climate norms,
a top-down set of influences that are exogenous to
a given ecosystem? Or are we concerned about soil
moisture availability in an ecosystem, fine-scale patterns that can be constrained by abiotic characteristics of the landscape itself? Alternatively, the focus
may be species assemblages, the patch mosaic of vegetation types, or fire regimes, all of which emerge as
a result of cross-scale interactions and may therefore show some inertia in the face of climate change.
Until there is compelling evidence for no analogue
fire regimes in future climate scenarios, HRV for fire
characteristics should remain relevant in ecosystem
management (see Box 2).
It is worth noting that those advocating a move
away from using HRV15–17 also emphasize the heterogeneity of forest composition and pattern as a
primary mechanism for facilitating resilience to climate change, arguing that such complexity was the
norm for many prehistoric mixed conifer forests.
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Therefore, relatively high landscape-scale heterogeneity is likely within the bounds of HRV and is a
desirable characteristic, despite the difficulty it poses
for specific management prescriptions. As opposed
to disregarding HRV, a goal should be to develop
methods and tools that more fully utilize HRV in
landscape-scale planning and management.63
Specifying boundaries in HRV
Although the U.S. literature has addressed thresholds and ranges of variation in ecosystem
dynamics,13, 37, 42, 66–69 to our knowledge, none
have suggested the potential merger of HRV
with a threshold-based framework. Conceptually,
the closest to this merger may be the call for
characterizing bounded variation42 or the acceptable range of variation66 in ecosystem dynamics. In
contrast, some HRV-related concepts have been integrated in a TPC context,70, 71 although a lack of
information about historical ecosystem dynamics
has probably limited their application.
TPCs were originally envisioned as warning signs
of unacceptable environmental change in national
parks of South Africa, described as “upper and
lower levels of change in selected biotic and abiotic variables.”18 These management thresholds are
intended to precede and avoid ecological threshold
responses. Because TPCs represent management decision points, fraught with imperfect information
and evolving needs, the TPC framework has been
refined to incorporate adaptive management.72–75
In essence, the TPC approach reduces the probability of a system state change by anticipating the
boundaries of the desired basin of attraction, including both physical and biological processes and
feedbacks between the two.37 Management triggers
can incorporate more species- or process-specific
information when knowledge of particular ecological thresholds is available. From this understanding comes a defined set of system parameters to
assess the current state condition, relative to the desired distance from different thresholds.18 Outside
of South Africa, the TPC framework has been applied to ecosystem management in fire-prone parts
of Australia.76
For fire-related conservation issues, concepts
from TPC can inform HRV-based management in
important ways. Incorporation of thresholds and
basins of attraction in HRV, with the express goal
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Box 2. No analogue fire activity in the future?
Because fire is affected by vegetation and productivity patterns that are partially constrained by topography,
shifts in fire regimes may be less pronounced than those in coarse-scale climate parameters. The choice of
downscaling approach is therefore important
to realistically capture future climate-driven
processes. The most common approach has
been statistical downscaling, in which
projections are interpolated and calibrated
against local weather station data; the resulting
spatial scale is often relatively coarse (e.g., tens
of km). Process-based models can also be
driven by coarse-scale climate variables,
simulating fine-scale and topographically
influenced micro-climate or water availability
predictions.55, 64
Future fire probabilities in California, for
example, have been projected using fine-scaled
eco-hydrology model outputs driven by
different climate change scenarios.65
Comparing a warmer–drier future with one
representing a warmer–wetter future, the
figure here shows that shifts in fire frequencies
should be expected across nearly all elevations
The area examined here covers several dozen vegetation types
and time periods in a topographically complex
and life history strategies across ∼ 20,000 km2 in the southern
region. Even so, most cases still show
half of the Sierra Nevada Mountain ecoregion in California. The
substantial overlap between current and future
gray backdrop distribution of fire probabilities in each elevation
fire probabilities. Therefore, future no
class represents modeled baseline historical frequencies in the
analogue fire frequencies could be relatively
1971–2000 period, and the colored distributions indicate shifts
uncommon.
under future climate scenarios.

of managing resilient systems, can be considered
bounds in our BRV approach. Rather than managing around observed system conditions, BRV accommodates the full range of possible conditions,
recognizing the potential for a fire event that is in the
unobserved tails of the distribution (e.g., very small
or very large fires). Rare events such as large or very
severe fires are often out of human control, yet some
can facilitate landscape heterogeneity.21 Therefore,
while these events may be uncharacteristic and a
significant departure from the mean, some may be
acceptable or even desired if they do not approach a
management boundary that precedes an ecological
threshold.
Specifying boundaries for the application of BRV
requires identification of the potential range of alternative states or losses (e.g., functionality or local extirpations), along with quantification of the

threshold level of disturbances causing undesirable
changes. Such undesirable changes can also include
human preferences and perceptions of what is unacceptable, resulting in systems of socio-ecological
boundaries.77 Although it is unlikely that precise
disturbance characteristics associated with ecological threshold transitions will be identifiable in many
circumstances, general steps for an iterative implementation of BRV are provided below. By integrating monitoring, science, and adaptive management
to refine unacceptable thresholds under a changing
environment,37, 73, 74 BRV could provide a framework that accommodates heterogeneity and natural
variation, where resilience is still the primary goal.
BRV: fire and nonnative plants
Nonnative plants, and their potential to transform
ecosystems,80 provide an example of a change agent
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that can push a system beyond an ecological threshold. The term transformation is used to imply a
change in the dominant species present, the physical
structure of the system, and the internal ecosystem
processes resulting from and potentially reinforcing the compositional changes. Transformation is
essentially passing beyond a TPC or out of a basin
of attraction into a different and undesirable basin.
The ability of the system to return to the prior basin
and HRV is assumed to be low. Some of the most
dramatic or rapidly occurring examples of transformation are alterations of fire regime caused by
changes in fuel structure or distribution due to
alien plant invasions.39, 81, 82 Individual or multiple
fires can trigger the transformation. Potential consequences for conservation include declines in native
species cover and richness that are both short and
long term,83–86 loss of topsoil or carbon storage or
other functions,87, 88 and loss of wildlife habitat.89
Identifying boundaries and maintaining the system
within BRV requires understanding the importance
of environmental or disturbance regime thresholds
to keep transforming invaders out of an ecosystem,
as well as abundance thresholds of the invader beyond which the probability of ecosystem transformation is greatly enhanced. Thus the BRV for systems where invasive species are of concern should
include both biotic (invader abundance) and abiotic
(fire regime parameters) boundaries within which
the desired system functions are maintained.
Currently, managers of many arid and semiarid ecosystems consider fire-promoting or fireresponsive alien species to be among their key management challenges. Most examples of changes in
fire regime driven by alien plants have involved
grasses, which appear to have dramatically increased
the frequency83, 90 and intensity of fire.86, 91 There
was also a recent study of shifts in the timing of
fire as driven by the prevalence of alien fuels.92 Few
quantified examples exist of invasive species reducing the frequency or intensity of fire (but see Ref.
93) beyond a threshold such that ecosystem transformation occurs, although there are suggestions
that many species have the potential to do so.94
Most studies of the relationship of nonnative
species to fire do not evaluate thresholds of composition or process beyond which ecosystems would
move out of a defined BRV or off of a trajectory that would keep them in a desired basin of
attraction. Indeed, for most case studies evaluat-
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ing invasive species and fire, the historical range of
fire regime parameters of the system before invasion is unknown, but anecdotal evidence suggests
that it is substantially outside the realm of the new
fire regime that is being promoted by the invaders.
For example, the annual Mediterranean grass Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass) has invaded the North
American intermountain west where it is promoting frequent fire83 to the detriment of native woody
species cover.95, 96 While it has been demonstrated
that individual fire events locally eliminate native
woody species in this ecosystem (reviewed in Ref.
96), and recurrent fire at less than a five-year return
interval further deplete native species,83 neither the
fire frequency required to maintain the cheatgrassdominated state over decades nor the HRV of the
desired condition are yet known. For cheatgrass in
sagebrush ecosystems of the Great Basin, the desired condition is assumed to be one in which occasional (> 35-year return interval, see Ref. 96)
fire could maintain a landscape balance between
a more shrub-dominated (sagebrush) and more
native perennial grass-dominated condition97 with
low cheatgrass abundance. Indeed, Baker96 warns
that fire return intervals for sagebrush-dominated
ecosystems are likely very long, and thus cautions
against using fire to try to keep senescent sagebrush
systems from crossing thresholds of susceptibility
to cheatgrass–fire transformation. A region-wide
study is underway to evaluate thresholds of sagebrush, native perennial grass, and cheatgrass abundance within which fire can be used as a tool to
maintain the system within a range of desired states
(http://www.sagestep.org). This study is unique in
its focus on what could be considered a TPC, although they do not use this terminology.
Since the impact of a species is a function of both
its abundance and its unique per capita traits,98 the
latter in this case being fuel characteristics, it is possible to define on-the-ground thresholds of invader
abundance that greatly increase the probability of
the ecosystem moving to a new basin of attraction
or to a potentially irreversible undesired condition.
Likewise, it might also be possible to define environmental or disturbance regime BRV thresholds that
limit invasion of the system by undesirable species.
Such thresholds have been identified in a southeastern United States prairie ecosystem, where it was
found that fire intervals of four years or less prohibited the establishment of an invasive shrub and
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intervals above this allowed the invader to become
abundant and resistant to fire mortality.93 Careful research could therefore guide identification of
other BRV thresholds for ecosystems invaded or being threatened by fire-associated exotic species.
Thresholds for fire-transformed areas at the landscape scale also deserve greater study. For example, the negative effects of sagebrush ecosystem
fragmentation via cheatgrass and fire have been
documented89 for breeding passerine birds (also see
Ref. 99). These studies suggest thresholds of landscape scale transformation beyond which certain
species disappear from the habitat. Our framework
of BRV would therefore provide a basis for managers
to assess the extent to which maintaining or restoring patches of desired vegetation within a regional
landscape is essential to species persistence within
that region.
BRV: fire and carbon
Carbon sequestration in natural systems has gained
considerable attention due to its mitigating effect
on climate change. With this attention has come
increasing pressure on land managers to account
for the effects of management actions on carbon
stocks and emissions. The relatively new emphasis on carbon is above and beyond typical ecosystem management concerns (e.g., habitat and water quality), which may be strongly affected by fire.
This focus on carbon may also be seen as more of a
socio-political priority, rather than one explicitly
relating to an ecological tipping point, but it lends
itself to BRV concepts in several ways.
The frequency of fire as a natural process ranges
from frequent, in systems such as grasslands and dry
forests, to infrequent, in systems such as temperate
wet forests. Infrequent fire systems are characterized
by a fire event resetting the successional stage of the
system, often called crown fire or stand renewing if
the dominant overstory canopy is consumed. From
a carbon perspective, this results in a direct flux of
carbon to the atmosphere during the combustion
process and an indirect flux from the decomposition of fire-killed vegetation. The immediate effects
are often characterized as the system transitioning
from carbon sink to source. However, over a period
of time encompassing the broader HRV, vegetation
recovers and the system transitions back to a sink.100
For frequent fire systems, mortality rates are lower,
typically resulting in reduced indirect carbon emis-

Bounded ranges of variation

sions compared to infrequent fire systems. Reduced
mortality rates also allow the system to sequester the
carbon emitted during the fire in a relatively short
period of time.101
Because forests burn at varying intervals, the
carbon stock and source-sink dynamics oscillate
as a function of the frequency of disturbance,
the primary difference being the amplitude of the
oscillations.102–105 Theoretically, the amount of carbon in a given forest could be maximized by eliminating disturbances, but this is unlikely to be indefinitely sustainable.106 Fire exclusion in many forests
with historically frequent fires has altered the vegetation structure in these ecosystems, resulting in
a range of effects on carbon stocks.105, 107–110 Regardless of the carbon-stock implications of fireexclusion, the change in structure and associated
fuel buildup has often pushed fire regimes from
frequent, low-severity toward less frequent, highseverity fire, approaching what some would consider a TPC. Others might see this as typical of a
naturally mixed-severity fire regime, although the
extent to which this occurred prehistorically has yet
to be determined.
Systematically restoring fire to many forest systems is typically achieved by targeting the mean
structure associated with HRV through mechanical thinning and/or prescribed burning. These actions result in carbon removal (thinning) and emissions (burning, equipment, etc.), with the size of the
carbon-stock reduction and emissions varying as a
function of a number of factors, including treatment
intensity.104, 108, 111, 112 It has been argued that these
treatments can yield a net carbon benefit because of
the reduction in emissions and mortality associated
with fire occurrence.103, 113 However, some have argued that at the landscape scale, these treatments
generally result in a net loss of carbon when compared to fire, because of the need to treat more land
area than is potentially burned by wildfire.104
The concept of BRV thresholds in fire management can be applied to carbon storage in any fireprone ecosystem, where the carbon stock in the system fluctuates across time and space as a function
of the frequency and intensity of fire. In this context, a useful concept for framing the discussion is
the carbon carrying capacity (CCC). The CCC of a
system is the amount of carbon that can be stored
in different age classes of vegetation under prevailing climatic and natural disturbance conditions, but
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excluding anthropogenic disturbances.114, 115 This
concept can serve as a benchmark against which
the current carbon stock in a given location can
be evaluated. Levels of carbon storage below CCC
would reflect capacity lost due to past land use and
management activities. Above the CCC would be a
carbon saturation level prone to carbon emissions
from the system given the occurrence of natural
disturbances.116
In the case of fire and human intervention, a
given ecosystem may be experiencing fires at a frequency higher or lower than the one under which it
evolved. When fire is too frequent, serotinous, obligate seeding, and resprouting species can be negatively affected;117 alternatively, when fire is too rare,
community structure can be fundamentally altered
resulting in a buildup of fuel and a fundamental
shift in fire type.118 Both ends of this spectrum could
constitute boundaries for a particular ecosystem in
a BRV framework. The implications of altered fire
frequency range from substantial reductions in the
carbon stock (e.g., grassland replacement of shrubland) with shortened fire intervals to substantial increases with lengthened fire intervals.109, 110, 119 In
cases where fire management for conservation seeks
to reduce fire frequency to aid in ecosystem recovery, the potential exists for increasing the carbon
stock closer to some natural carrying capacity. BRV
thresholds and management triggers could therefore be identified based on ecological targets, carbon
sequestration goals, and tradeoffs therein. For example, in systems where the goal is to restore fire as
a more frequent process and the system is currently
above the carbon carrying capacity, reductions in
the carbon stock will be required.
The effectiveness of viewing the CCC of a natural system in the context of BRV is that it accounts for changes stemming from both climate
and disturbance, shifts that may result in the range
shifting upward or downward, expanding or contracting. An example where the range is likely to
move up can be found in northeastern U.S. forests,
where fire exclusion has caused a shift from opento closed-canopy forest, resulting in mesofication
of the system,120 and climate change is projected
to enhance future productivity.121 The role of fire
has diminished, and with predicted productivity increases, the upper range of carbon variation could
potentially increase. Attempting to restore fire in
these less flammable systems, simply because it has
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been historically important (using HRV as the management target), could push carbon below a BRV
threshold, as defined by prevailing climatic and natural disturbance conditions. In this case, crossing
the BRV threshold for carbon (i.e., below the CCC
of the system) may result in a shift in species composition (from more mesic to more xeric species), and
it needs to be considered whether this also crosses a
BRV threshold for ecosystem composition.
While, conceptually, the CCC can provide benchmarks for an appropriately sized carbon stock in a
given system, it is imperative that we do not fall into
the trap of having a single (or maximum) target
carbon condition for every patch within the entire landscape, because it would neglect important
ecosystem heterogeneity. The roles of disturbance
variability and changing climate must be considered in defining an ecologically appropriate BRV for
the carbon stock. As climate changes, system-level
productivity is likely to be affected,122 altering the
amount of carbon that can be stored in the system,
and fire frequency may change as temperature and
precipitation change.123–126 Accounting for multiple
BRV thresholds can thus accommodate the role of
both ecological disturbances and climate. Furthermore, understanding that desired carbon stocks will
fluctuate and sometimes even conflict with conservation goals allows for tradeoffs in socio-ecological
constraints, rather than seeking maximization of
this one ecosystem service.
Implementation of BRV
Because historical dynamics of many ecosystems are
only known for relatively short periods, and anticipating tipping points of change is difficult, the BRV
framework we propose here will have to evolve as it
is put into practice. It should be possible to adjust
decision points that trigger management action as
we learn more about the range of factors negatively
affecting systems today and how they are likely to
shift in the future (e.g., choosing a more conservative percentile in the tails of the distribution). This
is especially true for our growing knowledge of ecological threshold dynamics,37 but it also applies to
shifting public perceptions of what types of changes
are unacceptable.
The invasive species and carbon examples above
examine the potential for using a BRV framework,
but without the details of putting it into practice.
To develop and implement BRV in a real-world
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Figure 2. BRV and adaptive management. The traditional
adaptive management feedback loop can be used to iteratively
refine BRV by incorporating knowledge of desired heterogeneity
in past landscape patterns and processes (HRV) and undesirable
changes (TPC). Triggers for management activities would be
identified at some distance in parameter space from the desired
realm of dynamics, but prior to reaching boundaries.

setting, one would necessarily embed the framework in an adaptive feedback loop (Fig. 2). The
traditional adaptive management cycle could thus
emphasize ecosystem resilience and allow for entering into the BRV framework with limited knowledge
through the following iterative stages: (1) defining
the context of the problem and desired future conditions, including key drivers of change and potential future ranges of variation, measurable pattern/process targets and bounds for specific parameters, management triggers that precede bounds,
feasible activities to achieve BRV goals, and experimental trials to confirm cause-effect relationships; (2) implementing the plan using passive landscape management to promote natural dynamics,
active landscape management to facilitate desired
heterogeneity, and active landscape management
triggered to avoid severe alterations; (3) monitoring outcomes of management and natural dynamics,
including actual management activities undertaken
(versus planned), variation in key pattern/process
metrics characterizing dynamics, and trends toward
future management triggers; (4) evaluating new
information, including causal links between management and landscape changes, observed natural
stochasticity in dynamics, intended versus unin-
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tended outcomes, and recent outside research on
HRV and/or TPC in related systems; and (5) beginning the process again to refine and achieve BRV
goals.
The up-front quantification of measurable pattern and process targets and bounds for specific parameters is admittedly challenging, and a review of
the various methodologies used for each is beyond
the scope of this paper. However, the previously
cited HRV and TPC literature will provide useful
guidance for this step, and a notable merger of approaches is described in Gillson and Duffin,71 where
a TPC for reductions in woody vegetation cover is
evaluated in relation to fossil pollen records describing its HRV.
Where knowledge of ecosystem dynamics is lacking, simulation models are a valuable set of tools
for predicting ecosystem states, trajectories, ranges
of variation, and threshold transitions under various conditions.127–129 In fact, simulation is one of
the few approaches available for examining potential future scenarios and capturing rare occurrences
of threshold dynamics. How tipping points in one
ecosystem may relate to tipping points in another is
also largely unknown. Simulation modeling thus allows for landscape-scale experiments to detect such
thresholds in complex and stochastic systems.
While a fairly typical response to decision making under uncertainty is inaction and the call for
more information, this is an increasingly futile option with regard to fire management and conservation. At a minimum, ranges of historical dynamics
and potential thresholds may need to be hypothesized for BRV, based on knowledge of ecological tolerances for a few species, patterns, or processes (see Box 3). This provides a starting point
for BRV, which can then be iteratively augmented
with new information through time. In practice, the
BRV framework should eventually result in a clear
set of parameters for multiple ecosystem management goals, which would reflect the current ecosystem condition, distance from different thresholds,
and management activities triggered to keep bounds
from being crossed.
Concluding thoughts
Our goal has been to review current thinking on
fire management and conservation, with an emphasis on maintaining inherent ecosystem resilience. In
light of this goal, our contribution is oriented more
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Box 3. Constructing BRV for chaparral shrublands
As a starting point for BRV, we use some of what is known about fire sizes and frequencies, as they relate to
dominant chaparral shrubs and spawning habitat quality for a key anadromous fish.
Short fire-return intervals can restrict
recruitment of plant species that recruit by
seed, if they require a longer fire-free interval
to reestablish a sufficient seed bank. Certain
fire-dependent shrub species may thus be lost
after frequent fires.78 Environmental variation
(e.g., precipitation gradients) can speed or
slow the time to seed production, also
affecting where a threshold in fire frequency
exists. On the long interval extreme, these
same species could conceivably be eliminated,
as the seed bank dies off along with the parent
plants in the absence of fire. The threshold on
rapid fire frequencies is likely to be relatively
sharp, whereas the long-interval extreme may
be a more gradual system boundary. For
For ecological thresholds at short fire intervals of ∼ 15 years
chaparral shrublands of California, a
and large fire sizes ∼ 68 km in width, one could identify
boundaries for chaparral ecosystem dynamics, beyond which
short-interval threshold may exist in the ∼ 15
some management intervention should be considered.
year range; the long-interval extreme for
Overlain on HRV, such triggers would constitute outer edges
chaparral, if it exists, is not known.
of BRV. As more is learned about ecological responses (e.g., in
Small fires are not seen as a risk to many
parameter space), BRV can be adjusted accordingly.
species. In contrast, large events can have
56
severe effects on some ecosystems. Great
distances to unburned seed sources may result
from large fires, as well as other landscape-altering effects (e.g., debris flows). In chaparral shrublands, postfire
seed dispersal is not limiting; however, effects of large fires on riparian areas can be substantial. Large fires and
subsequent fine sediments can threaten endangered southern Steelhead, an anadromous fish species that
spawns in creeks of chaparral-dominated landscapes. In key Steelhead conservation areas, management studies
have thus used the 1000-year event (fires >68 km in width) as being events of concern.79 The figure
demonstrates the identification of these parameter space thresholds in HRV, along with the management
triggers that precede them, constituting a minimal BRV framework for this system.

toward conserving ecosystems in some desired and
historically relevant condition, rather than restoring badly degraded habitats or guiding new assemblages of species into novel ecosystems. To build on
existing theory and management approaches, we
have suggested the merger of two decision-making
frameworks from different fire-prone parts of the
world.
Although climate change will have diverse effects and sometimes result in novel distributions
of fire,130 future fire activity is likely to have substantial overlap with historical patterns, and many
topographic microclimates should be maintained
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at fine scales.131 HRV in fire therefore provides an
ongoing and useful context for decision making. It
is, however, the extremes that often matter most,132
and this requires an emphasis on thresholds. Incorporating known or expected tipping points in
key disturbance regime parameters is therefore an
important contribution from the TPC framework,
as is the inclusion of socially unacceptable levels of
change. Social and ecological goals will, of course, be
at odds sometimes, so these too may require tradeoffs and value judgments.
The uncertainty of the future climate space for
a given geographic location may at first make the
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facilitation of system-level resilience seem intractable. However, the BRV concept, used as part of
the decision matrix for managing under uncertainty,
can provide assistance in allocating conservation
resources. For multiple conservation areas, one
could first assess system state within BRV and the
associated risk of crossing some critical resilience
threshold. The conservation priority of different areas, combined with knowledge of their BRV status,
can then serve as a means for allocating scarce conservation resources to priority areas with the greatest
capacity for resilience. Given the scarcity of conservation dollars and projected regional changes, the
goal of restoring some ecosystems throughout the
space they currently occupy may be unattainable.
However, areas that have a high conservation priority (e.g., endemic populations present) and have
yet to approach BRV thresholds (burned by uncharacteristically severe wildfire) could be selected as a
target for resource investment to mitigate the risk
that some conservation value will be lost due to a
fire-driven change.
In some cases, the ecosystem management goal
may be to appropriately target a preferred alternative state or basin of attraction outside BRV. In
the context of fire management, a conservative approach might involve targeted fire-exclusion in a
particular burned area to ensure an opportunity for
colonization by new species likely to disperse into
the area and survive under new conditions. Allowing natural colonization is likely to be most effective
in areas where the candidate group of species is in
relatively close proximity, such as along a steep elevation gradient. In areas where a desirable set of new
candidate species is not in close proximity, this may
require human intervention.15, 17 In a changing climate, however, which human intervention should
be taken will depend on knowledge of a preferred
alternative state (and the nearby basins of attraction). Therefore, decisions should link directly back
to the historical range of ecosystem dynamics and
the thresholds therein (i.e., BRV).
Although we have proposed the application of
BRV in an adaptive management context above,
BRV is currently more of a conceptual framework
than one ready for widespread application. We have
not directly addressed the issue of scale, and this
will have to be explored in depth if BRV is to take
hold in decision making. The patterns and processes in question would imply use over relatively
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broad landscape extents. Very localized and highvalue conservation targets, such as iconic stands of
certain trees or unique endemic habitats, should
simply be preserved if possible. Over broader scales,
landscape heterogeneity must provide some linkage to ecosystem resilience, both past and future.
This heterogeneity is structured in space and time,
however, and its most careful application will also
incorporate ecological thresholds and the management triggers that should precede them.
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